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Introduction to Savushun: A Novel About Modern Iran
Abstract
First published in 1969, Simin Daneshvar's Savushun has gone through sixteen printings and sold half a
million copies -- a record for a work of literature in modern Iran. The reason is not obscure. Daneshvar's style
is sensitive and imaginative. Her story follows basic cultural themes and metaphors. It goes straight to the
hearts of a generation of Iranian readers, striking special chords of emotion and memory of the recent past.
Savushun enriches a generation's understanding of itself. It encapsulates the experience of Iranians who have
lived through the midcentury decades which led up to the 1979 revolution. They feel immediate identity with
the major characters, each of whom struggles in their own day-to-day lives with the social and historical forces
that gave pre-revolutionary Iran its characteristic hopelessness and emerging desperation -- so inadequately
understood by outsiders.
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Comments
Savushun is a Persian novel by Iranian writer Simin Daneshvar (1921-2012).
This book chapter is available at ScholarlyCommons: http://repository.upenn.edu/anthro_papers/72
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INTRODUCTION 
F
IRST PUBLISHED in 1969, Simin Daneshvar's Savushun has gone 
through sixteen printings and sold half a million copies -a record 
for a work of literature in modern Iran. The reason is not obscure. 
Daneshvar's style is sensitive and imaginative. Her story follows basic 
cultural themes and metaphors. It goes straight to the hearts of a 
generation of Iranian readers, striking special chords of emotion and 
memory of the recent past. 
Savushun enriches a generation's understanding of itself. It encap­
sulates the experience of Iranians who have lived through the midcen­
tury decades which led up to the 1979 revolution. They feel immediate 
identity with the major characters, each of whom struggles in their 
own day-to-day lives with the social and historical forces that gave 
prerevolutionary Iran its characteristic hopelessness and emerging des-
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peration-so inadequately understood by outsiders. 
The work of translation is long overdue, but may in fact be more 
successful with Western readers now than earlier. In the 1970s we 
were too confident in our outsider's view of Iran to appreciate its full 
significance. The revolution shattered that view and brought home to 
us the extent of our outsiderness. Iran today seems incomprehensible 
to outsiders. This novel helps us to reconstitute our earlier view, to 
rebuild our dialogue, and to trace the historical and cultural continuity 
through the 1979 revolution into the present. 
The translation of such a novel into English presents special prob­
lems. If it means so much to Iranians, will the Western reader under­
stand it? Should we expect that any novel could convey a single 
package of meaning to two culturally distinct readerships-especially 
when it deals with historical events and interests that have recently 
separated them? Though the work of translation was unusually chal­
lenging, I think its success is facilitated, perhaps even ensured, by 
the humanity of Daneshvar's central characters. This humanity shows 
irrepressibly through several pa_ssages that are not otherwise directly
translatable from one cultural discourse to the other. Although the lives 
in the novel are so obviously different from Western lives, as non­
Iranians we also can relate to them immediately and unconsciously-to 
the underlying human nature we share with them, and which the 
author so sensitively develops in the course of her story. 
Most of the action takes place in a middle class, land-owning house­
hold in the town of Shiraz in southern Iran. The events as they unfold 
are seen through the eyes of the young wife and mother, Zari, whose 
first concerns, whether unconsciously or consciously, are her children, 
her husband and the security of her family and household. Much of 
what she does not experience herself is narrated to her by visitors 





